I'm giving back to my community and the country that I now call home. The rewarding work allows me to work with a diverse group of professionals that all share the common desire to protect the nation.

As a vital partner in today's Intelligence community, the FBI continues to implement its mission to safeguard America and its people. This expanding role continues to create many new opportunities for linguists in a growing number of languages.

**Become an FBI Language Analyst or Contract Linguist.**

Through your language expertise you will help efforts to protect against cyber crime, terrorism, foreign counterintelligence, corruption, kidnapping, civil rights violations, and other crimes under FBI jurisdiction. You may translate documents or audio into English, be an interpreter for investigation interviews, and provide translation during visits by foreign dignitaries. The possibilities are as wide as the sense of accomplishment.

**www.FBIJobs.gov/linguists**

**Language Analysts:** You will be a federal employee entitled to full benefits and hired between GS-7 and GS-12 on the government pay scale. Relocation may be a possibility. Occasional travel is involved.

**Contract Linguists:** Earn an hourly rate fully reflecting your foreign language and proficiency. You will work in FBI office space with hours depending on Bureau needs. This position does not qualify for benefits.

You must be a U.S. citizen, be willing to renounce any dual citizenship, and have proficiency in a foreign language needed by the FBI. Requirements also include: ability to pass required components of the FBI's Foreign Language Test Battery; ability to pass a thorough background investigation including credit and criminal checks, urinalysis, audiometer exam, and polygraph.

The FBI is an equal opportunity employer.